Auckland
28th November, 1992
Dear Miriam,
I am writing to thank you for having such tremendous insight and fortitude to
produce and promote a wonderful product such as Safe T Sleep.
In July my husband and I brought a bridgedecker launch and as we are both
keen sailors and very safety conscious we were concerned as to the safest
way to secure our daughter Anna whilst she was sleeping. After investigating
several unsatisfactory options I saw an article in “Little Treasures” about Safe T
Sleep and decided it was a more desirable option as it seemed to provide for
the safety aspect as well as providing a less “caged-in” effect for Anna.
When I got the Safe T Sleep Anna was about 10 months old and already
sleeping 122 hours a night but seemed to be everywhere in her cot and
probably because of this woke intermittently to be settled easily with her
dummy and covered again. I gradually introduced Anna to the wrap as
suggested by you over a 10 day period and she adjusted to it very well. I now
have Anna in her wrap every night. The Safe T Sleep performed very well on
the boat and was attached to Anna’s bunk which is head high on me and I
am 5’7”. The real test came on a trip back from Waiheke in very rolling seas
which were uncomfortable for me to stand up and Anna slept safely cuddled
in her Safe T Sleep for two hours.
Anna does not find her wrap restrictive and plays with books and toys in the
morning until I unwrap her. Just to show how important the wrap has
become, one night I left it off the bed and found Anna was back to her
restless ways and I was up half the night.
For my peace of mind I thank you, for my child’s sleeping safety on our boat I
praise your efforts. Please keep up the wonderful work you are doing, I will be
singing the praises of Safe T Sleep on the high seas this summer.
Kindest regards
Diane M Ladd RGON
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